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11540 Sleep with the
Fishes Tweaks MMH 90-6326 TheOne&Only 2009-11-16

Sovor Trandel sleeps with the fishes.     During a
Thieves Guild mission, Savor Trandel can be bribed

into giving the player the key to Nerano Manor.
Reporting this to Ondres Nerano caused Savor

Trandel to disappear from the game.     However,
Savor Trand...

11340 Lore Fix v1.01 Tweaks MMH 90-6319 TheOne&Only 2009-11-04 null

11296 Inns Rent Storage Tweaks MMH 90-13514 TheOne&Only 2009-07-05

This creates an incentive (sigh) to rent rooms at
inns by adding storage containers for use by guests.

    Containers in guest rooms are replaced with
identical storage containers intended for guest use

and chests were added at the foot of the bed for
rooms without any contai...

11202 Faction Journal
Rules Tweaks MMH 90-6237 TheOne&Only 2009-06-27

11110
Codebook Thieves

Guild
Compatibility

Tweaks MMH 90-6241 TheOne&Only 2009-07-08

This makes the codebook quest completely
compatible with joining the Thieves Guild.     If you

are already a member of the Thieves Guild, an
intimidation success will convince Sottilde to

surrender the book. If you have already finished the
codebook quest when joining the Thi...

10959 Wings of the
Queen of Bats Weapons MMH 98-6338 TheOne&Only 2009-11-25

The Wings of the Queen of Bats are a unique axe
artifact that was included in the construction set

but not found in the game. However there were two
copies of the "unique" Ring of Surroundings that

 are found in the game. One is a quest reward from
Larrius Varro in Fort Moonmoth and the othe...

10022 Smooth Moves
Ahnassi v1.03 Quests MMH 68-14798 TheOne&Only 2013-06-10

A variation on Curmudgeon's Smooth Moves that
adds new features and preserves the original dialog.
In Curmudgeon's own words: "(Smooth Moves) is a
slight modification to the Ahnassi Romance, a quest

found in the unmodded game. In that quest,
Ahnassi, the female Khajiit in the Halfway ...

10021 Smooth Moves
Ahnassi Quests MMH 68-13734 TheOne&Only 2009-11-07

A variation on Curmudgeon's Smooth Moves that
adds new features and preserves the original dialog.
    In Curmudgeon's own words:     "(Smooth Moves)
is a slight modification to the Ahnassi Romance, a
quest found in the unmodded game. In that quest,

Ahna...

7863 Join All Vampire
Clans Miscellaneous MMH 53-6236 TheOne&Only 2009-06-27

4553 Pickpocket Fix Bugfixes MMH 13-6311 TheOne&Only 2009-10-30

Fixes bugs associated with pickpocketing.    
Changes the fPickPocketMod GMST from 0.3 to -3
causing the odds of a successful pickpocketing to
increase instead of decrease based on sneak skill
level.     A character with minimal sneak skill will

have the ...

4545 Object
Permanence v2.0 Bugfixes MMH 13-6235 TheOne&Only 2009-06-27

This corrects the duplication, spontaneous
generation and annihilation of quest rewards and

quest items. With few exceptions (see readme)
items are now physically extent in the game world

throughout the entire course of the game. It's
completely compatible with the unoff...

4476 Guar Followers
Fix v1.1 Bugfixes MMH 13-6240 TheOne&Only 2009-07-04

Fixes some bugs with escorting Rollie the Guar and
fixes the Corky teleportation bug in Lurlock's

Improved Followers. The mod works fine by itself
but Lurlock's Improved Followers is still highly

recommended to decrease the frustration of escort
quests. Changelog: v1....

4300 Freed Slaves
Counter Issued Books MMH 11-13513 TheOne&Only 2009-07-04


